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Memories of a Summer by Michela Buttè
A few days ago, Kip asked
me to write a short article
about summer. I confess
I've always hated writing,
because
I don't
think I
h a v e
a n y
original
ideas in
my own
language, let alone in
English!
So, I thought “oh my gosh”
I’ll deliver my few words
on the buzzer! Then, during the night, I had a vivid
dream about a summer I
spent a few years ago, one
that I’ll now tell you
about…
I was with my family in a
fantastic red 1980s Fiat 500
convertible, still with a perfect engine and body. My
niece was on her motorcycle with a backpack

where she was carrying the
dog! This is true, she always travels by motorcycle
with a bag on her shoulders with her dog
inside!!!
What
isn’t true is that
the five members
of my family were
in the Fiat 500.
Anyway, we set
off from Udine
and we eventually
arrived in Puglia
making many stops
without having any
bookings. We discov er e d
ma ny
wonderful places –
villages, mountains,
rivers and waterfalls. The itinerary
was not decided: we read
the brown signs along the
way and decided on which
spots to visit.
For example, apart from
well-known Ravenna, Fer-

Summer Love by Flavio Lorenzon
Summer reminds me of
holidays and freedom.
The first image that pops
up in my mind is that of a
sunny beach with stunning
girls in bikinis around me.
Summer days are warm
and long. People love
drinking refreshing
cocktails, late before dinner at a beach bar, prefer-

ably with a fantastic sunset on the horizon.
Summer is about having
romantic alfresco dinners

rara, Fermo e Macerata, we
discovered medieval villages like Montalto delle
Marche, Lapedone, Monte
Franco near Terni, Maiella
Natural Park, Amaro
Mountain, Sulmona, the
Gargano area and many
other wonderful places. I
like to say that in Italy even
on a roundabout there is
something to admire, it’s
completely
true!
The
dog was so
happy to run
in the countryside and
to
breathe
such good air
while he was
on the motorbike! We felt so free
without s definite itinerary
and in our convertible red
Fiat 500. Lovely memories…
Have a nice summer!

with your lover. Summer
is swimming naked in the
sea after midnight. Summer is the idea of taking
flights to exciting, exotic
destinations. In short,
summer is the time of
year when we relax more,
we go away somewhere
on holiday, we regenerate
ourselves and we often
fall into relationships that
last only a season.
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Kip Talking: A Big Change at Keep Talking
After 33 years of Keep
Talking, the language
school, things are going
to change this summer:
I’ve decided to downsize and continue the
business on my own,
offering my services to
companies and anyone
who wants individual
professional training,
exam preparation or
conversation courses. In
doing so, I’ll have gone
full circle and will be
back to how things
were in 1989 when I
opened the school as a

one-man show. Why
this apparently drastic
decision? Well, after so
many years I now want
to focus on what I do
best and what I enjoy
most – planning new
courses, designing materials and working with
students in the classroom, without all the
bureaucratic headaches
associated with running
a business.
Of course, I want to say
a huge “thank you” to
all of the teachers who
have worked here over

the years and especially
to Emma and Alan who
have so brilliantly held
the fort over the last
couple of years, when
Covid and Brexit have
brought so much
uncertainty and disruption to our business.
They went above and
beyond in their dedication to Keep Talking.
They are both excellent
teachers who I am sure
will quickly find their
niche elsewhere. In the
next few weeks a new
KT website will explain
in more detail my plans
for the future.

Summer—time to get out your bike!
by Luca Clemente
I think summer
is the best
season of the
year.
It’s
always sunny,
the days are
long and the
temperatures
are high. This
is the period
to ride a bike
and take long
trips in the countryside.
I like all kinds of sports,
but I especially love getting on my bike in
summer and staying for
hours and hours in the
saddle.
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I generally plan the trip
the day before: the
route, the clothes and
of course the friends
who want to clock up
the kilometres like me.
Last year, on one of my
bike trips I rode for
more than 100km and
climbed three mountains in Italy, Austria and
Slovenia. One of these
mountains is called
“Monte Forno” and it is
a point where the three
borders cross together.
In the First World War
soldiers fought in these
places, but now the
weapons are laid down
and
this
point

represents the friendship between the three
nations. I remember
that the view towards
the valleys is wonderful,
it is well worth the
exhaustion of the climb.
I love these trips in
summer.
C l im b i n g
mountains or riding for
many kilometres is
difficult and painful, and
sometimes it is a
challenge to nature. But
all the effort is repaid
with the views and
histories behind the
landmarks visited.
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Paularo, Friuli’s First Mountaineering Village

By Dario D’Antoni
The village of Paularo has
been added to the official
list of Mountaineering Villages, the first to boast this
recognition in Friuli out of a
total of 36 in Europe. It’s a
milestone that qualifies the
whole of Carnia for the development of slow and quality tourism under the motto
“less but better”.
The initiative emerged in
2008 from a project of the
Austrian Alpine Club to
pursue sustainable development in the entire Alpine
area. The list comprises
small and enchanting villages
where you can have fun and

relax, pioneering
mountain
locations where
the awareness
of the harmony
between nature
and humanity is
still alive.
Paularo is located at the centre of the Incarojo Valley, at an altitude of
648 meters. The village is
appreciated for its unspoiled nature, and the
peaks that surround it are
rich in itineraries for hiking,
ski mountaineering and
snowshoeing as well as
climbing routes for alpine
mountaineers.

¨ La Mozartina, a collection

Not to be missed:

¨

¨ The

¨

Ecomuseum “I
Mîstirs” dedicated to the
traditional crafts of the
valley
¨ Ancient historic buildings
and places of worship

¨

¨

of keyboard musical instruments housed in the
eighteenth-century
“Scala” house in which a
precious series of organs,
harpsichords and pianos
traces the history of modern music from the Salzburg composer onwards
The revival of the
“menàde”, the ancient
technique of floating logs
in the waters of the Chiarsò stream to transport
them to the sawmills
downstream
The embroideries of the
“Mans d’aur”, the golden
hands of the Carnic embroiderers.
The Salino Waterfall, a spectacular
water jump over 30 meters high
Nature trails by bicycle, fishing for
marble trout and looking forward to
ski mountaineering on the Cason di
Lanza pass next winter...

This summer don’t miss Paularo!

My Wildest Summer Experience Ever by Alessanro Paolini
Some years ago, I had the
wildest summer experience
of my life. I went camping
with my sister and her boyfriend on a desert island
with no modern comforts,
despite being located near
an important tourist city in
the Friuli region.
We started our journey
from Marano Lagunare,
where we loaded all the
baggage onto our boat.
Since we didn't have any
comforts on the island, we
were forced to take all the
necessary things with us,
like fresh water, nonperishable food, something

to light a fire with and some
lights for the night. After an
hour of travel, we arrived
on the island, called Isola
delle Conchiglie, situated off
the coast of Lignano Sabbiadoro.
The first thing that we did
once we arrived was to find
a good place for the tent,
and then put it up. We
stayed there for a whole
week, fishing, relaxing,
swimming, running on the
beach and collecting clams,
which we then ate. In this
week we were obliged to
go to Lignano twice to get
some supplies, especially

L’Isola delle Conchiglie, between Marano and Lignano

fresh water and fresh food like vegetables and
meat.
Although there weren't any modern comforts, any
other people during the night and none of the typical life of a tourist city, with parties and pubs, I
can say that it was the best summer experience of
my life and I hope to relive it again in the future.
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Looking for the
best summer
sport to play?
Go British!
Forget beach
volleyball—play
beach cricket.

Choosing the Best Season by Alberto Pittolo
All seasons have something special: during
spring plants and
animals come back
to life, in a joyful
swirl of sounds
and a rainbow of
colours; the summer, despite the
usually hot and dry
weather, is full of
life, pervaded by
energy and light; in autumn everything seems
to settle down in a yellow-to-red palette; finally the winter is characterized by harsh conditions, but also by astonishing landscapes when
the snow covers everything with a smooth
white silky blanket.
Obviously, this cyclic
behaviour is not the
same across the world
and depends on where
you live on Earth. The
poles experience the
hardest and toughest
conditions, with a huge
variability between summer and winter, while at
the Equator there is
almost the same weather throughout the

whole year.

Personally, I enjoy the
changes of season, trying to benefit from the
special aspects of each
season, while still preferring not too extreme
conditions.
Due to the many differences, choosing the best
season is really difficult.
Each has its pros and
cons, mostly related to
who you are and what
interests and habits you
have. There are many
things and activities that
are strongly related to
the climate and associated with specific conditions. For example, if
you are a skier you
would prefer the winter,
if you are a climber the
spring, while a hunter

would prefer the autumn and a swimmer
the summer. Nevertheless, you may
be influenced by
your past experiences, as well as
the current situation.
In my case the
choice is even harder, since I love skiing
and the relaxing view of
a white valley, but I am
also a sportsman and
many activities are preferable in warm conditions, like hiking, running and open air training. Probably, examining
each positive and negative aspect in detail will
render the answer nearly impossible, because
there are always pros
and cons. What is interesting is that you always
have the chance to
change your mind and
get the best from the
specific period you are
experiencing, since every year the sequence
will come full circle.

My Dreams for Summer 2022
by Dario Cimolino
I have some dreams
for this summer.
Actually, I've had
these wishes for a
few years now, so I
hope this is the right
year!
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The first one, as you can
tell by the way I write, is
to improve my level of
English. I need this both
for business and for my
personal life.
Then in June I would
like to go to Spain for
fun.
I like the Spanish men-

tality, their culture and
their food. And maybe
this could be a good
opportunity to practice
my English.
Who knows? With a
little effort and a little
luck maybe one day I'll
be able to make my
dreams come true.
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Here Comes Summer
by Elisa Beoni

I’m over the moon to be able to
include a poetry page in this last issue
of the Definite Article. I takes courage
to attempt a poem in a foreign language (I know, because I’ve tried it in
Italian!) so well done to Fabiana and
Elisa. I’m espcially impressed that Elisa
has even managed to make
hers rhyme. No
mean feat in a
language whose
spelling
and
pronunciation
have so little to
do with each
other!

Across 1) surfing, 6) ice cream, 8) salad, 10) sunbathing, 11) shade, 12) blue, 13) breeze, 14) sail, 15) fish, 16)
holiday, 17) shorts, 24) lifeguard, 25) flag, 26) bikini, 27) wave, 28) pack, 29) snorkelling, 30) relax, 31) scorching. Down 1) sun lounger, 2) read, 3) thunderstorm, 4) parasol, 5) suntan, 7) cocktails, 9) air conditioning, 15)
flip flops, 18) beach towel, 19) watermelon, 20) heatwave, 21) barbeque, 22) picnic, 23) fireflies.
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Dear Summer by Fabiana Vescovi

Prize
Article!
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Light Summer Thoughts by Sabrina Minen
Have you ever wondered why summer is so
special? Well, simply
because it brings back
unique memories.
Whether they are good
or bad, the memories
experienced in summer
are the most vibrant.
When I close my eyes
and I look back on those
times there has never
been anything better
than enjoying the first
warms days of summer:
the crackling noise of
cicadas, the light breeze
moving the branches of
the trees and the busy

“Will this
summer be like
a sweet
interlude, or will
it bring new
beginnings?”

singing birds gently waking me up like the first
rays of the sunshine.
When I recall those
mornings, I still remember all the things I liked
doing most. I can’t forget the bike rides, the
long walks in the countryside, when it was a
blessing to find the cool
shade of the trees. I
look back on the gentle
sound of the waves
breaking on the shore,
on the scent of salt water and the sound of
seagulls celebrating the
arrival of summer.

What’s even better than
all these feelings are the
idle moments spent lying under the warm
summer sun.
Summer
is
almost
around the corner. Our
days will be filled with
new memories, then
September will come to
cool the air, the sunlight
will lose its brightness
and we will return to
our daily routine.
Will this summer be like
a sweet interlude, or
will it bring new beginnings?

Once Upon A Time there was Summer
by Giuseppe Satriano
CHILDHOOD – Family
Holidays

Waiting for sunrise
on the beach

1980s…
Every year, in July, Mum
and Dad organized a
trip to a new place in
Italy. It was very exciting
to discover new places
and meet new friends.
ADOLESCENCE – The
first Cigarette
Early 1990s ...
For me and my best
friends, summer started
in late May. They were
the years of sport every
morning, of adventures
along the river and
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climbing cherry trees.
But they were also the
years of the first beer
and cigarette and the
first kisses. Those were
the years of the first
evenings in which to
stay up late playing the
guitar, singing songs and
listening to the stories
and jokes of the older
boys.
THE
UNIVERSITY
YEARS – Discos and
girls
End of the 1990s – Early
2000s…
Those were the years of
the first trips with
friends. We went to the
disco every night and
waited for the sunrise
on the beach. The next

day we would tell each
other about our love
affairs from the previous
night; often they were
just fantasies. Those
were the years of the
first love.
RECENT YEARS – My
family and Covid
After starting work,
summer became the
time to relax and travel
with my family. My wife
and I love to see our
children grow up and
discover the world. Unfortunately, during the
Covid pandemic, we had
to stop traveling.
This summer 2022 I’d
like to travel again
around the world, without a facemask!

SUMMER

2022
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The Symbols of Summer by Federica Degli Ivanissavich
Flip flops, coconut oil
and a diving mask—
what are your
symbols of summer?

Nowadays everything has
its own symbol. There are
symbols for our feelings,
like the emoticons, for
chemistry or electronics,
for pronunciation, for the
read messages on our
phone and so on... If you
had to give a special symbol
to your summer, what
would it be?

I remember that every year, a new special
game became the
typical symbol of
summer. When we were
children, every one of us
had a Rubik’s Cube, a pair
of click clak balls, a ‘going’
ball or a frisbee. And every
year, even today, a new
song becomes the symbol
of summer, provided it has
Spanish lyrics, a catchy tune
and ‘carefree love’ as the
main theme.

For me the summer symbols
are: a pair of flip flops, a coconut oil body scent, a diving
mask, and of course, my new
summer toy – a scuba metal
detector.
To be honest, I have a small
bottle of coconut oil in a secret box. Every time I need to
feel more confident, I smell it
and my mind goes immediately
to a special sunny beach where
I can see dolphins jumping out
of the sea and hear the sound
of the waves on the multi coloured pebbles.
Of course, on that beach, all
the people around me are
speaking English fluently, because everyone is a perfect
Keep Talking student!

“I have a
small bottle
of coconut
oil in a
secret box.
Every time I
need to feel
more
confident, I
smell it .”

What Summer Means to Me by Maurizio Gubiani
Summer can have different
meanings depending on our
age.
For a child or teenager,
summer should mean three
months of holidays spent
visiting grandparents, relaxing on the beach or playing
in the local fields and finally
doing summer homework
but, as everyone knows,
this last task is the one
which most of us do on the
last days of the holidays.
If you are an adult and have
a job, summer could mean
taking a rest from work.
Just a few but significant
days where you can take
care of personal interests,
family, or whatever you
want. These days are the
best way to start something

new. The sun rises early in
the morning and sets late,
so, many hours can be managed as well as possible to
reach your goal.
If you have your own family,
summer is the best season
to share activities and get
to know each other as well
as possible, for example,
talking about school, jobs or
other life matters with your
sons or daughters during an
after-dinner walk. Sometimes they are so reserved,
you know?
Another outdoor activity I
like to do in summer is a
weekend trip for making
memories. Changing the
environment around the
family can help in acquiring
new good habits or, discov-

ering
each
other from a
different point
of view.
It's possible to
do things like
that in winter
too, of course,
but it's a little
more difficult
because there Summer—a great opportunity to
are fewer
spend quality time with the kids
hours of light,
and it's cold and definitely because
summer is my favourite season.
Now, that the summer is starting,
stay focused on your personal
growth and family members and
take advantage of these long days of
the warm and shining sun.
Take a chance to be the best version of yourself.
I wish you good luck!

dascalia
l'imma-

o della
tografia

KT Giant Summer Crossword (answers on page 5)
1

2

3
4
5

6

7

8
9
10

11

12
13

14

15

16

18

17

19

20
2

21

22

24

3
25
26
27
28
29
30

31

Clues
Across
1) the Beach Boys’
favourite hobby

6) a frozen dessert
8) a dish of raw
vegetables
10) a lazy beach activity
11) shelter from the sun
12) the colour of
summer skies
13) a light wind
14) travel by yacht

15) the Brits eat it with
chips!
16) welcome time off
work
17) when it’s too hot
for trousers
24) Beach attendant, a
common
summer job

7 down
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25) Don’t go swimming if
it’s red!
26) a two-piece swimsuit
27) what a surfer rides
28) prepare a suitcase
29) diving with a breathing
tube
30) chill out
31) -weather, or
-temperatures means “very
hot”

Down
1) a bed for the beach
2) consume books
3) violent summer weather
4) an umbrella for the
sunshine
5) what sun worshippers
want
7) mojito, margarita, tequila
sunrise…
9) it cools your house or
your car
15) simple beach shoes

4 down

Crossword Clues (continued)

18) use it to dry off after a
dip in the sea
19) a refreshing summer
fruit
20) a period of unusually
hot weather
21) a meal cooked on a
fire outdoors
22) a meal eaten on a
blanket in the countryside
23) insects which give off a
glow at dusk

21 down

29 across

28 across
18 down

Last Issue’s Writing
Competition Winner...
Laura Scaramella, the winner of last
issue’s article competition,
chose the “Girl, Woman,
Other” by Bernadine
Evaristo as her prize.
You can read her prizewinning article, “Craving
Normality” here:
https://www.keeptalking.it/
definite-article-53/
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Four New Company Courses
As Covid has retreated, it has
been great to get back into
the classroom with a few
new company courses. AMB
Packaging, with their two

production facilities in San
Daniele and Amaro, produces
plastic packaging for the food
sector, and is working hard
to ensure its products are
not only safe but also sustainable. They have recently acquired a company in Newcastle (UK) so their need for
English (or maybe Geordie) is
now much greater. We have
recently started two courses
at FISA Italy, a company in

Osoppo which designs and
manufactures passenger and
driver seats for trains. With a

workforce of 90 and an export market which accounts
for over 70% of their production, this is another company
which has decided to invest
in improving their employees’
language skills.
When we started working
with Friulpress-Samp in
Sesto al Reghena, the idea
was to do traditional classroom-based lessons. And
then something called SARS-

CoV-2 started spreading
around the world and we
made the quick decision to
run the courses online, via
Zoom. The courses seemed
to work ok because we
quickly added another company in the same group, Dynamic Technologies (exRaco) in Attimis, to our client
portfolio. These two companies are part of a group

headquartered in Michigan,
USA (hence the need for
English) and produce highpressure diecast aluminium
components and tubing for
the automotive sector.
Friulpress-Samp in Sesto al Reghena

Summer In Tuscany
by Roberto Politelli
Last year I went to a country
house near Pisa with my girlfriend, one of my brothers
and some friends. The house
was in Montefoscoli, a hamlet
in Palaia, with less than 5000
people.
It had a big pool, a barbecue,
a big garden for playing football, a vegetable garden, and a
lot of rooms and bathrooms.
We stayed for 10 days and
we visited some beautiful
places nearby.
For the first 2 days we stayed
in the house all day, between
the garden and the pool and

we cooked lots of meat on
the barbecue, and drank a lot
of great red wine from one of
the local wineries.
In the second part of the
holidays we went to visit the
places nearby. We saw
Volterra, San Gimignano, Siena, Pisa, Lajatico and other
small historic villages in the
province of Pisa.
Lajatico is where Andrea
Bocelli was born and we visited the Teatro Del Silenzio
where he sings every summer
for his native village.
We tasted wine in a beautiful
winery in Terricciola named

“Fattoria Fibbiano” and we

bought some bottles of local wine.
The most beautiful place that I visited for the
first time last year in Tuscany was San Gimignano, because I had already visited Siena and
Pisa on a school trip when I was 13.
Tuscany is always a great place to spend the
holidays in any season because it has many
beautiful places to visit, beautiful beaches
near Grosseto, good food, good wine and the
right peace to recharge your batteries before
going back to work.
I’m sure I’ll return soon because it is a fascinating region and I’ll never tire of it.

